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Lost Leaders
If you want to study history, you need to follow the murders.
The history of war – for instance – is the study of mass murder.
It is mass murder that makes history and culture that makes home.
War is the destruction of cultures and homes.
The primary target for the destruction of the home
is the man with integrity.
We call this man husband and hero.
Traditionally he takes care of the animals and protects the region.
Without him culture is as malleable as clay.

It shouldn’t be so surprising that Hitler was a British agent. Not only

was he completely supported by Churchill and Stalin (they sabotaged
attempts to kill him), but the same pattern is repeated over and over
again in war today.
Two of the groups that tried to kill Hitler were the Black Orchestra
(Schwarze Kapelle – German intelligence) and the Red Orchestra
(Rote Kapelle – communist intelligence). Both, the Black and the Red
Orchestra were prepared to risk their lives to kill Hitler. As such, both
groups should have had the support of Churchill and Stalin. Instead
both groups were sabotaged by Churchill and Stalin.
The Black Orchestra constituted the only anti-Nazi resistance
movement in Germany and had the best access to Hitler as they worked
within Hitler’s ranks. They were in constant contact with Churchill, but
Churchill refused to return their calls.
Churchill, on the other hand, took the less effective Red Orchestra
more seriously and assisted them occasionally. The Red Orchestra were
communist intelligence who wanted to kill Hitler on behalf of Stalin,
but would always be less effective than the Black Orchestra.
As part of the Russo-German Non-Aggression Pact (23 August 1939),
Hitler asked Stalin to surrender the Red Orchestra. These were all
highly trained and motivated German, French, Belgian and Dutch spies.
In a fit of ambivalence Stalin ordered the Red Orchestra to Moscow by
rail to receive medals. When they passed through Germany the Gestapo
sealed off an entire train station and had them all shot. So perished the
best Intelligence service the Russians ever had in the West.

